GUIDED OBSERVATIONS FOR LEADERS

This six-hour session builds leaders’ capacity to understand and support successful implementation of *Wit & Wisdom* by using strength- and evidence-based observation, inquiry, and coaching to deepen teachers’ knowledge and practice.

This session can be repeated for ongoing learning.

**Outcome**
- Learn how to use *Wit & Wisdom* classroom observation tools to build on strengths of implementation.
- Analyze elements of effective *Wit & Wisdom* instruction.
- Build skill with evidence-based observation, coaching, and feedback of *Wit & Wisdom* instruction.

**When**
Schedule Guided Observations for Leaders after either Launch *Wit & Wisdom* or Lead *Wit & Wisdom*, preferably after six or more weeks of implementation to maximize the session’s impact.

**Who**
- Instructional coaches
- Administrators

**What**
In this session, participants
- Reflect on implementation successes and challenges,
- Examine *Wit & Wisdom’s* Teaching and Learning Progression to understand the expected phases of implementation and how the Progression’s tools and resources can be used to support coaching toward successful implementation,
- Apply the Teaching and Learning Progression in observation of instruction,
- Explore what productive struggle is and how to observe for it,
- Explore what makes coaching conversations effective and practice facilitating those, and
- Reflect on learning.